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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

Peru: IMF's well-behaved child
Monetary Fund's unspoken demands
that have the rest of the continent up

For the small favors of the C tub of Paris, Peru has bailed out of
'
the emerging debtors' club head first.

in arms.
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dent Fernando Belaunde Terry told re

conquer" strategem is being applied

state
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nancing of $1.046 billion of Peru's

American debtors' club. A closer look

through public auctions or stockmar

public foreign debt that week was "a

at Peru's great victory tells the story.

enterprises
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ket sales. According to the magazine

major victory. Our success should

First, Peru had sought a lO-year

Oiga, an unidentified group of busi

emerge as a model case for the region.

stretch-out from the Paris Club in the

nessmen have already offered to buy

Peru is conquering hardships suffered

hope that it could then convince its

PescaPeru for $120 million.

by the entire Third World, putting its

foreign private bank creditors to ex

Equally significant is the effect that

finances in order and meeting obliga

tend to 10 years a $1.5 billion 9-year

import cutbacks, currency devalua

refinancing
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package
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Peruvian Prime Minister Sandro

February. The Paris Club, unwilling

on the population. Asked to comment

Mariategui, who together with Fi

to establish a precedent which could

on the social costs of the "strong de

nance Minister Benavides Munoz

prompt other debtor nations to de
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headed up the Paris negotiating team,

mand renegotiation of their terms, in

banker Richard Webb answered, "I
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wouldn't say social cost ... some

this exceptional result," while the fi

refinancing.
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in
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America."
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maximum
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The $1.046 billion rollover, min

he
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tially more expensive, but not pota
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Completing the mutual admiration
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but in the case of the latter I would say
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fore the Club of Paris negotiations even
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it "welcomed the recovery efforts" of
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the Belaunde government and hoped

estimated that a hoped-for 1O-year rol

ury" are the Peruvian trade unions,

the refinancing would "improve the

lover of some $2.5 billion of Peru's
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country's external payments pros

short-term debt would only reduce the
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from 64.4% to 35.9% on its 1984 debt,

major strike after another. In recent
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weeks, nearly every sector of the

The "major victory" and "excep
tional results" that Belaunde, Prime

debt.
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Most of Ibero-America's debtor
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